
Anixter International is a leading 
global distributor of Network & 
Security Solutions, Electrical & 
Electronic Solutions and Utility 
Power Solutions. Anixter adds 
value to the distribution process 
by providing their customers 
access to  
1) innovative supply chain 
solutions, 2) over 600,000 
products and over $1.0 billion in 
inventory,  
3) over 300 warehouses/branch 
locations with approximately 9.0 
million square feet of space and 
4) locations in over 300 cities in 
approximately 50 countries.

Impact
●To hire 50 people, AllyO filled ●To hire 20 people, AllyO scheduled 

Anixter International Finds Creative Way 
to Staff Warehouses with AllyO:

Staffing a warehouse requires a lot of planning, marketing, and time. 
Anixter needed to hire 50 people to staff a warehouse in one location and a 
month later looked to hire 20 in another location. To ensure hiring success, 
Anixter used AllyO, an end to end recruiter, to help them prequalify and 
schedule candidates for the two events. AllyO over delivered and exceeded 
expectations for both events. For the first hiring event, AllyO scheduled 600 
interviews in a span of two weeks, resulting in 56 outstanding offers and 
additional 40 qualified potential hires. For the second hiring event, AllyO 
scheduled 114 people for interviews onsite, with 14 of them hired and another 
8 through walkins. 

“Here at AllyO we pride ourselves in our ability to be agile and to quickly 

address our customer’s needs, focusing on their ultimate success and 

helping augment their recruitment team. Setting up events for the Anixter 

team was a rewarding experience that pushed the team and ultimately 

resulted in helping Anixter reach their hiring goals. That’s what we like to 

do here.” said Dana Polyak, Head of Customer Success at AllyO.

Learn more at www.allyo.com or hello@allyo.com

MANUFACTURING SUCCESS STORY

Anixter International Case Study

“Without AllyO’s 
assistance in quickly 
setting up the events, 

qualifying and scheduling 
all the interviews we 

would not have been able 
to staff the warehouses 

per plan.” 

Matthew Mackin 
Corporate Director Of 

Human Resources

600 114

Goal

Use AllyO to hire 50 people 
at one hiring event for one of 
their warehouses

Use AllyO to hire 20 people at 
one hiring event for another 
warehouse location

INTERVIEWS SLOTS APPLICANTS FOR AN 
ONSITE INTERVIEW 


